
Typogaphy  
is an invisible art.
Legibility & Readability

  



how do we read ?
how do we read ?

HOW DO WE READ ?

legibility and readability

How do we read ?



how do we read ?
how do we read ?

HOW DO WE READ ?
Lowercase letters are easier to 
read than upper case letters

legibility and readability

How do we read ?

The upper half is more easily 
recognizable than the lower half.



Legibility is the ease 
which one identifies 
the letters and 
distinguishes them
It is about the 
design of the 
letters as well as 
the relationship 
between the letters

(about the 
typography)

Readability is 
the manner and 
ease the eye 
distinguishes and 
absorbs the words 
and meaning of 
coherent sentences 
and paragraphs

(about the meaning 
of the message)

legibility and readability



legibility and readability

I am highly legible

I am poorly legible

I am poorly legible

Garamond

Comic Sans

Onyx



I am highly legible
infinite  
millenium
minimum
lilies 
adobe garamond regular

characteristics:
large x height & open counter spaces
large ascenders and descenders
upright letterforms
clearly defined connections of  
parts of letters
contrast of letterforms
ease of reading with serifs

I am not  
highly legible
infinite  
millenium
minimum
lilies 
helvetica light

note: l’s and i’s are similiar
geometric forms are more easily confused 
because of their simplicity and similarity



Factors  
affecting  
readability: 
   
  

n  type design
n  leading 
n  line lenght 
n  alignment 
n  screen vs print
n  contrast
n  color



The amount of of leading 
necessary for a readable and 
balanced column to type will 
depend upon the line lenght 
and x-height of the typeface. 
Typefaces with long ascenders 
and decenders will, as a rule, 
require less additional leading 
than those with greater x- 
height.

The amount of of leading necessary for a readable and 
balanced column to type will depend upon the line lenght and 
x-height of the typeface. Typefaces with long ascenders and 
decenders will, as a rule, require less additional leading than 
those with greater x- height.Typefaces with long ascenders and 
decenders will, as a rule, require less additional leading than 
those with greater x- height.
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Factors affecting readability        type size     x-height      line length    sans / serif     copy length 
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The amount of of leading necessary for a readable and 

balanced column to type will depend upon the line lenght 

and x-height of the typeface. Typefaces with long ascenders 

and decenders will, as a rule, require less additional leading 

than those with greater x- height. The amount of of leading 

necessary for a readable and balanced column to type will 

depend upon the line lenght and x-height of the typeface. 
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The amount of of leading 

necessary for a readable and 

balanced column to type will 

depend upon the line lenght 

and x-height of the typeface. 

Typefaces with long ascenders 

and decenders will, as a rule, 

require less additional leading 

than those with greater x- 

height.



The amount of of leading 
necessary for a readable and 
balanced column to type will 
depend upon the line lenght 
and x-height of the typeface. 
Typefaces with long ascenders 
and decenders will, as a rule, 
require less additional leading 
than those with greater x- 
height.

The amount of of leading necessary for a readable and balanced column 

to type will depend upon the line lenght and x-height of the typeface. 

Typefaces with long ascenders and decenders will, as a rule, require less 

additional leading than those with greater x- height. Typefaces with 

long ascenders and decenders will, as a rule, require less additional 

leading than those with greater x- height.

14/18 14/18

14/24 

The amount of of leading necessary for a readable and balanced column 

to type will depend upon the line lenght and x-height of the typeface. 

Typefaces with long ascenders and decenders will, as a rule, require less 

additional leading than those with greater x- height. The amount of of 

leading necessary for a readable and balanced column.

14/24

The amount of of leading 

necessary for a readable and 

balanced column to type 

will depend upon the line 

lenght and x-height of the 

typeface. Typefaces with long 

ascenders.

Factors affecting readability         type size     x-height      line length    sans / serif     copy length 



Tips

set width - width a character occupies 
along with the sliver of space  (to 
prevent the characters from touching) 
each character has a different set 
width. 

horizontal word spacing is measured 
in ems

EM = square of the cap of the letter  
M 
EN = 1/2 EM 

EMS and ENS at different point sizes 
will be proportional to the size.

EM

EN

Hyphen

EM dash 
expresses strong grammatical 
breaks or paragraph indents. 
An em dash is one em wide

 
EN dash
serves primarily to connect 
numbers (1-10). 
An en is half the width of an 
em.

 
Hyphen
connects linked words and 
phrases, and they break 
words at the ends of lines.

Such a fine and, intelligent 
eye — what do tsay to call-
ing him Black Beauty....

Monday – Friday

6:30 pm – 9:00 pm

1984 – 2012

It is used to divide words 
that break at the end of a 
line, or to connect parts 
of compound words such 
as go-between, ill-fated 
and run-of-the-mill. The 
hyphen is easily found on 
the keyboard to the right of 
the zero.



Leading
Alignment

Letterspacing  
(aka Tracking)  



The amount of of leading necessary 
for a readable and balanced column 
to type will depend upon the line 
lenght and x-height of the typeface. 
Typefaces with long ascenders and 
decenders will, as a rule, require less 
additional leading than those with 
greater x- height,.

The amount of of leading necessary 
for a readable and balanced column 
to type will depend upon the line 
lenght and x-height of the typeface. 
Typefaces with long ascenders and 
decenders will, as a rule, require less 
additional leading than those with 
greater x- height.

The amount of of leading necessary 
for a readable and balanced column 
to type will depend upon the line 
lenght and x-height of the typeface. 
Typefaces with long ascenders and 
decenders will, as a rule, require less 
additional leading than those with 
greater x- height.

The amount of of leading necessary 
for a readable and balanced column 
to type will depend upon the line 
lenght and x-height of the typeface. 
Typefaces with long ascenders and 
decenders will, as a rule, require less 
additional leading than those with 
greater x- height.

auto is a percentage of the type size leading 18/24

select your leading  
(18/18 solid)

leading 18/30

leading



Decisions on the arrangement of running 
type involve the consideration of point 
size, column width and alignment. It is the 
relationship of these three interdependent 
factors that ultimately determines the 
appearance of printed text. Type may be 
set flush or range left, centered, flush or 
arranged right or justified. Random is 
another form of alignment. Each form has 
characteristic qualities.  

Decisions on the arrangement of running 
type involve the consideration of point 

size, column width and alignment. It is the 
relationship of these three interdependent 

factors that ultimately determines the 
appearance of printed text. Type may be 
set flush or range left, centered, flush or 
arranged right or justified. Random is 

another form of alignment. Each form has 
characteristic qualities.  

Decisions on the arrangement of running 
type involve the consideration of point 

size, column width and alignment. It is the 
relationship of these three interdependent 

factors that ultimately determines the 
appearance of printed text. Type may be 
set flush or range left, centered, flush or 

arranged right or justified. Random is 
another form of alignment. Each form has 

characteristic qualities.  

Decisions on the arrangement of running 
type involve the consideration of point 
size, column width and alignment. It is the 
relationship of these three interdependent 
factors that ultimately determines the 
appearance of printed text. Type may be 
set flush or range left, centered, flush or 
arranged right or justified. Random is 
another form of alignment. Each form has 
characteristic qualities.  

flush left /rag right  or align left, rag right flush right/rag left  or align right, rag left

centered justified (align left and right)

alignment 



Decisions on the arrangement of running 
type involve the consideration of point 
size, column width and alignment. It is the 
relationship of these three interdependent 
factors that ultimately determines the 
appearance of printed text. Type may be 
set flush or range left, centered, flush or 
arranged right or justified. Random is 
another form of alignment. Each form has 
characteristic qualities.  

Decisions on the arrangement of running 
type involve the consideration of point 

size, column width and alignment. It is the 
relationship of these three interdependent 

factors that ultimately determines the 
appearance of printed text. Type may be 
set flush or range left, centered, flush or 
arranged right or justified. Random is 

another form of alignment. Each form has 
characteristic qualities.  

Decisions on the arrangement of running 
type involve the consideration of point 

size, column width and alignment. It is the 
relationship of these three interdependent 

factors that ultimately determines the 
appearance of printed text. Type may be 
set flush or range left, centered, flush or 

arranged right or justified. Random is 
another form of alignment. Each form has 

characteristic qualities.  

Decisions on the arrangement of running 
type involve the consideration of point 
size, column width and alignment. It is the 
relationship of these three interdependent 
factors that ultimately determines the 
appearance of printed text. Type may be 
set flush or range left, centered, flush or 
arranged right or justified. Random is 
another form of alignment. Each form has 
characteristic qualities.  

flush left /rag right  or align left, rag right flush right/rag left  or align right, rag left

centered justified (align left and right)

alignment / hyphenation off



Decisions on the arrangement of running 
type involve the consideration of point size, 
column width and alignment. It is the rela-
tionship of these three interdependent fac-
tors that ultimately determines the appear-
ance of printed text. Type may be set flush or 
range left, centered, flush or arranged right 
or justified. Random is another form of align-
ment. Each form has characteristic qualities.  

Decisions on the arrangement of running 
type involve the consideration of point 
size, column width and alignment. It is 

the relationship of these three interdepen-
dent factors that ultimately determines 

the appearance of printed text. Type may 
be set flush or range left, centered, flush 
or arranged right or justified. Random is 

another form of alignment. Each form has 
characteristic qualities.  

Decisions on the arrangement of running 
type involve the consideration of point 
size, column width and alignment. It is 

the relationship of these three interdepen-
dent factors that ultimately determines 

the appearance of printed text. Type may 
be set flush or range left, centered, flush 

or arranged right or justified. Random is 
another form of alignment. Each form has 

characteristic qualities.  

Decisions on the arrangement of running 
type involve the consideration of point size, 
column width and alignment. It is the rela-
tionship of these three interdependent fac-
tors that ultimately determines the appear-
ance of printed text. Type may be set flush 
or range left, centered, flush or arranged 
right or justified. Random is another form 
of alignment. Each form has characteristic 
qualities.  

flush left /rag right  or align left, rag right flush right/rag left  or align right, rag left

centered justified (align left and right)

alignment / hyphenation on



Decisions on the arrangement of running type 
involve the consideration of point size, column 
width and alignment. It is the relationship 
of these three interdependent factors that 
ultimately determines the appearance of 
printed text. Type may be set flush or range left, 
centered, flush or arranged right or justified. 
Random is another form of alignment. Each 
form has characteristic qualities. 

Decisions on the arrangement of running type 
involve the consideration of point size, column 
width and alignment. It is the relationship of 
these three interdependent factors that ulti-
mately determines the appearance of print-
ed text. Type may be set flush or range left, 
centered, flush or arranged right or justified. 
Random is another form of alignment. Each 
form has characteristic qualities. 

hyphenation

no-hyphenation

Justification



The amount of of leading necessary 
for a readable and balanced column 
to type will depend upon the line 
lenght and x-height of the typeface. 
Typefaces with long ascenders and 
decenders will, as a rule, require less 
additional leading than those with 
greater x- height.

The amount of of leading 
necessary for a readable and 
balanced column to type will 
depend upon the line lenght and 
x-height of the typeface. Typefaces 
with long ascenders and decenders 
will, as a rule, require less 
additional leading than those with 
greater x-height.

The amount of of leading necessary 
for a readable and balanced column 
to type will depend upon the line 
lenght and x-height of the typeface. 
Typefaces with long ascenders and 
decenders will, as a rule, require 
less additional leading than those 
with greater x- height.

The amount of  of  lead i ng 
necessa r y for a readable a nd 
ba la nced colu m n to ty pe w i l l 
depend upon the l i ne lenght 
a nd x-height of  the ty peface. 
T y pefaces w ith long ascenders 
a nd decenders w i l l ,  as a r u le, 
requ i re less add it iona l lead i ng 
tha n those w ith g reater x- 
height.

tracking (0) tracking (+25)

tracking ( +50) tracking (+100)

letterspacing / tracking



The amount of of leading necessary 
for a readable and balanced column 
to type will depend upon the line 
lenght and x-height of the typeface. 
Typefaces with long ascenders and 
decenders will, as a rule, require less 
additional leading than those with 
greater x- height.

The amount of of leading necessary for a 
readable and balanced column to type will 
depend upon the line lenght and x-height 
of the typeface. Typefaces with long 
ascenders and decenders will, as a rule, 
require less additional leading than those 
with greater x- height.

The amount of of leading necessary 
for a readable and balanced column to 
type will depend upon the line lenght 
and x-height of the typeface. Typefaces 
with long ascenders and decenders will, 
as a rule, require less additional leading 
than those with greater x- height.

The amount of of leading necessary for a 
readable and balanced column to type will 
depend upon the line lenght and x-height of the 
typeface. Typefaces with long ascenders and 
decenders will, as a rule, require less additional 
leading than those with greater x- height.

tracking (0) tracking (-25)

tracking ( -50) tracking (-100)

letterspacing / tracking



Paragraphs Indents
Initial Caps

Tidbits & Tips 



The designer had a number of typographic choices for indicating 
the beginnings and endings of paragraphs. These are both an aide 
to readability and a means of introducing visual variations to large 
amounts of continuous text. The first line of a paragraph may be 
indented — that is set off from the margin by a fixed measure. Or it 
may be outdented. Another choice is for additional line space between 
paragraphs.

These are both an aide to readability and a means of introducing 
visual variations to large amounts of continuous text. The designer 
had a number of typographic choices for indicating the beginnings  and 
endings of paragraphs. These are both an aide to readability and a means 
of introducing visual variations to large amounts of continuous text.

Standard

Paragraphs Indentations

indents 
need to be 
considered  
in relation 
to the  
width of  
the column

patriciachilders
Sticky Note
Don't indent the first paragraph.
It's not necessary.

Use indents to signal new paragraphs.
The first paragraph is not new, it doesn't need a signal.



The designer had a number of typographic choices for indicating the 
beginnings and endings of paragraphs. These are both an aide to 
readability and a means of introducing visual variations to large 
amounts of continuous text. The first line of a paragraph may be 
indented — that is set off from the margin by a fixed measure. Or 
it may be outdented. Another choice is for additional line space 
between paragraphs.

These are both an aide to readability and a means of introducing 
visual variations to large amounts of continuous text. The 
designer had a number of typographic choices for indicating the 
beginnings  and endings of paragraphs. These are both an aide to 
readability and a means of introducing visual variations to large 
amounts of continuous text.

Outdent

Paragraphs Indentations



The designer had a number of typographic 
choices for indicating the beginnings and endings 
of paragraphs. These are both an aide to readability 
and a means of introducing visual variations to 
large amounts of continuous text. The first line 
of a paragraph may be indented — that is set off 
from the margin by a fixed measure. Or it may be 
outdented. Another choice is for additional line 
space between paragraphs.

These are both an aide to readability and a 
means of introducing visual variations to large 
amounts of continuous text. The designer had a 
number of typographic choices for indicating the 
beginnings  and endings of paragraphs. These 
are both an aide to readability and a means of 
introducing visual variations to large amounts of 
continuous text.

Additional Line Spacing

Paragraphs Indentations

The designer had a number of typographic 
choices for indicating the beginnings and 
endings of paragraphs. These are both an aide 
to readability and a means of introducing visual 
variations to large amounts of continuous text. 
The first line of a paragraph may be indented — 
that is set off from the margin by a fixed measure. 
Or it may be outdented. Another choice is for 
additional line space between paragraphs.       
These are both an aide to readability and a means 
of introducing visual variations to large amounts 
of continuous text. The designer had a number of 
typographic choices for indicating the beginnings  
and endings of paragraphs. These are both an aide 
to readability and a means of introducing visual 
variations to large amounts  
of continuous text.

patriciachilders
Sticky Note
Indent and extra line spacing are not necessary. 
1 visual cue is enough!!!!




The designer had a number of typographic choices for indicating 
the beginnings and endings of paragraphs.¶These are both an aide 
to readability and a means of introducing visual variations to large 
amounts of continuous text.¶The first line of a paragraph may be 
indented — that is set off from the margin by a fixed measure. ¶Or it 
may be outdented. Another choice is for additional line space between 
paragraphs.

These are both an aide to readability and a means of introducing 
visual variations to large amounts of continuous text.☛The designer 
had a number of typographic choices for indicating the beginnings  
and endings of paragraphs.❦These are an aide to readability.✤And a 
means of introducing visual variations to large amounts of continuous 
text.

Additional Line Spacing

Paragraphs Indentations



The visual transition into the maint text may be signaled by a drop cap. The first letter can 

be treated as an initial cap set at a larger point size than the maint text. There are several 

ways to treat the intial cap in relation to the text. A drop cap can be followed by additional 

words of the first sentence also treated in a special way. All these options are designer driven to 

create visual interest in text. They serve as addditional ways to invite the reader into the text.

The visual transition into the maint text may be signaled by a drop cap. The first letter can be 

treated as an initial cap set at a larger point size than the maint text. There are several ways to 

treat the intial cap in relation to the text. A drop cap can be followed by additional words of the first 

sentence also treated in a special way. All these options are designer driven to create visual interest 

in text. They serve as addditional ways to invite the reader into the text.

Drop Caps

Initial Caps

Raised Caps



The visual transition into the maint text may be signaled by a drop cap. The first letter can be treated 

as an initial cap set at a larger point size than the maint text. There are several ways to treat the 

intial cap in relation to the text. A drop cap can be followed by additional words of the first sentence 

also treated in a special way. All these options are designer driven to create visual interest in text. 

They serve as addditional ways to invite the reader into the text.

he visual transition into the maint text may be signaled by a drop cap. The first letter can be treated 

as an initial cap set at a larger point size than the maint text. There are several ways to treat the 

intial cap in relation to the text. A drop cap can be followed by additional words of the first sentence 

also treated in a special way. All these options are designer driven to create visual interest in text. 

They serve as additional ways to invite the reader into the text.

Decorative Caps

Initial Caps

Outdented Caps

T



T     he visual transition into the maint text may be signaled by a  
drop cap. The first letter can be treated as an initial cap set at a larger  
point size than the maint text. There are several ways to treat the intial 

cap in relation to the text. A drop cap can be followed by additional words of 
the first sentence also treated in a special way. All these options are designer 
driven to create visual interest in text. They serve as additional ways to invite 
the reader into the text.

A lthough the v isua l transition into the main text may be signaled     
  by a drop cap. The first letter can be treated as an initial cap set at a  
    larger point size than the main text. There are severalways to treat 

the intial cap in relation to the text. A drop cap can be followed by additional 
words of the first sentence also treated in a special way. All these options are 
designer driven to create visual interest in text. They serve as additional ways 
to invite the reader into the text.

Drop Caps

Initial Caps

with 
a few 
words 
of small 
caps

with 
slanted 
letter 
forms



A     LTHOUGH THE VISUAL transition into the main text may be 
signaledby a drop cap. The first letter can be treated as an initial cap set 
at a larger point size than the maint text. There are severalways to treat 

the intial cap in relation to the text. A drop cap can be followed by additional 
words of the first sentence also treated in a special way. All these options are 
designer driven to create visual interest in text. They serve as additional ways 
to invite the reader into the text.

A lthough the v isua l transition into the main text may be signaled     
  by a drop cap. The first letter can be treated as an initial cap set at a  
    larger point size than the main text. There are several ways to treat 

the intial cap in relation to the text. A drop cap can be followed by additional 
words of the first sentence also treated in a special way. All these options are 
designer driven to create visual interest in text. They serve as additional ways 
to invite the reader into the text.

Drop Caps

Initial Caps







Tidbits & Tips
do’s and dont’s
tips and tricks



Dumb Quotes

Curly Quotes

"dumb quotes"
  5'3"

“curly quotes” 
he say’s, she say’s



Stacking letters

s
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Letterspacing Caps and Small Caps

CAPITALS NEED EXTRA LETTERSPACE

CAPITALS NEED EXTRA LETTERSPACE

CAPITALS NEED EXTRA LETTERSPACE
caps need extra letterspace

Capitals Need Extra Letterspace

Capitals Need Extra Letterspace

CAPITALS NEED EXTRA LETTERSPACE
small caps need extra letterspace



“Hanging puctuation” prevents the 
puntcuation marks creating a weird 
edge on a text block.

Hanging Punctuation

“Hanging puctuation” prevents the 
puntcuation marks creating a weird 
edge on a text block.



Black type on a white background is best for readabiltity.  
It provides the most contrast and is easiest on the eyes.

Black type on a white background is best for readabiltity.  
It provides the most contrast and is easiest on the eyes

Black type on a white background is best for readabiltity.  
It provides the most contrast and is easiest on the eyes

Black type on a white background is best for readabiltity.  
It provides the most contrast and is easiest on the eyes

Type Contrast

reverse type often benefits from additional letterspacing and /or leading



The designer had a 
number of typographic 
choices for indicating 
the beginnings and 
endings of paragraphs. 
These are both an aide 
to readability and a 
means of introducing 
visual variations 
to large amounts of 
continuous text. The 
first line of a paragraph 
may be indented — 
that is set off from 
the margin by a fixed 
measure. Or it may be 
outdented. 

The designer had a number of 
typographic choices for indicating 
the beginnings and endings of 
paragraphs. These are both an aide to 
readability and a means of introducing 
visual variations to large amounts 
of continuous text. The first line of a 
paragraph may be indented — that 
is set off from the margin by a fixed 
measure. Or it may be outdented. 

Good Rag / Bad Rag

line lenght 
and point 
size are 
related

the rag is 
the soft edge 
owhere the 
type breaks 
lines



Bad

Katie bites
into the Big Apple.

Good

Katie bites into  
the Big Apple.

Bad
The habit of reading is one of the 
greatest resources of mankind; and  
we enjoy reading books that  
belong to us much more than if  
they are borrowed. A borrowed book  
is like a guest in the house;  
it must be treated with 
punctiliousness, with a certain 
considerate formality. You must  
see that it sustains no damage; it must 
not suffer while under your roof.  
You cannot leave it carelessly,  
you cannot mark it, you cannot 
dumb down the pages, you cannot 
use it familiarly. And then, some day, 
although this is seldom done, you 
really ought to return it.   

-William Lyon Phelps

Good
The habit of reading is one of the 
greatest resources of mankind; and 
we enjoy reading books that belong 
to us much more than if they are 
borrowed. A borrowed book is like 
a guest in the house; it must be 
treated with punctiliousness, with 
a certain considerate formality. 
You must see that it sustains no 
damage; it must not suffer while 
under your roof. You cannot leave it 
carelessly, you cannot mark it, you 
cannot dumb down the pages, you 
cannot use it familiarly. And then, 
some day, although this is seldom 
done, you really ought to return it.   

-William Lyon Phelps

Break for Sense /Good Rag / Bad Rag



Yoy are cordially invited  
to attend the wedding of 

Jane Smith and John Blank
on Thursday December 31, 2014

at The Aurura Inn
 

This is an aide to readability and  
a means of introducing  

visual variations to large amounts  
of continuous text. 

Centered Lines / Break For Reading



The next unpleasant 
business was putting on 
the iron shoes; that too 
was very hard at first.  
My masterwent with me 
to the smith's forge, to see 
that I was not hurt or got 
any fright. The blacksmith 
took my feet in his hand, 
one after the other, and 
cut away some of the  
hoof.

Widows and Orphans

to it.
The next unpleasant 
business was putting on 
the iron shoes; that too 
was very hard at first. My 
master went with me to 
the smith's forge, to see 
that I was not hurt or got 
any fright. The blacksmith 
took my feet in his hand, 
one after the other, and cut 
away some of the hoof.



The next unpleasant 
business was putting on 
the iron shoes; that too 
was very hard at first.  
My masterwent with me 
to the smith's forge, to see 
that I was not hurt or got 
any fright. The blacksmith 
took my feet in his hand, 
one after the other, and 
cut away some of the  
hoof.

Widows and Orphans

to it.
The next unpleasant 
business was putting on 
the iron shoes; that too 
was very hard at first. My 
master went with me to 
the smith's forge, to see 
that I was not hurt or got 
any fright. The blacksmith 
took my feet in his hand, 
one after the other, and cut 
away some of the hoof.

Widow / at bottom Orphan / at top




